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“Open your eyes, look within. Are you satisfied with the life you’re living?” - Bob Marley
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Hello there.

67 King Street East
Kitchener ON N2G 2K4
P: 519.570.4595 - F: 519.744.7066

Thanks for picking this up and reading. Please
don’t stop now, there might be something else
in this word soup that might make you take a
deep breath, make your ears ring or make you
chuckle, even if just a little.

Guelph
147 Wyndham Street N., Suite 207
Guelph ON N1H 4E9
P: 519.763.4014 - F: 519.763.1588

I would like to take you on a personal journey.
A journey of how I relate to learning, living and
laughing and how it changed who I am and
changed who I am to others. I could be writing
a technical piece, full of “logical rationale” and
attach to it a bibliography, but that’s not how I
live my life; that’s not how I learn best. The
irony of all this, really makes me laugh,
because my mother wouldn’t agree with this
specific procedure.

Website
www.self-help-alliance.ca

Anyway, we shall carry on. Time doesn’t stand
still, and some of us only know we are living
because time keeps ticking.
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So, to live. To learn. To laugh. These three
verbs used in every language; three actions
mankind relies on to survive. In these actions
we find freedom, we find meaning and we find
ourselves. But, what are they? Skills? Traits?
Are we taught these things? Or, are we already
carriers of such, holding close to our hearts the
true meaning they have for us? We all live,
learn and laugh differently, another reason to
leave the “academic diarrhea” out of this.
When I stop and take a look at myself and my
life, I can surely say I would not be who I am,
had I not had a very solid notion of what these
things meant for me. Every time I couldn’t
laugh, I couldn’t learn and I couldn’t live
(usually places my mind took me without me
asking to go there); I lost my sense of being.

I couldn’t feel myself being anything. And I
refused to let go of such a beautiful gift which
is life, that was given to me, only because my
mind said so. So now, living, learning and
laughing are my remedies; are part of my
solutions—are the places where now, I take
my mind to. The best part of this process is
that after I decide which action to take, I get
to also choose the subject. Freedom. Yes.
At its finest.
An interesting thing that is hard to see, unless
we stop for a little bit, is that throughout the
course of time, our own personal definitions
of these words are rearranged as we grow
and experience life. We become interested in
different things, we laugh at different things
and life changes meaning.
Until I realized that I was in full control of my
life (yes, “full control of my life”, because it is
my attitude that dictates how good or bad my
life is), I had never realized the spectacle that
it is, to literally call out these magic words,
then transform them to actions, in order to
set up another awesome experience. Every
life experience I have is awesome, solely
because I learn from every single one of them,
even the ones that hurt, well, especially the
ones that hurt.
Now you might be wondering, what about
when things have gone sour and you had no
control over it?
I always take my personal advice, I believe that
our sixth sense is the sense of humor and it
has been proven to me, time and time again,
that eventually I find it—even if only at the
end of it all.
Continued on Page 2
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Wasted Time
By: Anonymous

The time that I wasted, is my biggest regret
Spent in these places I will never forget
Just sitting, thinking about the things that I’ve done
the crying, the laughing, the hurt and the fun
Now it’s just me and my hard driven guilt
Behind a wall of emptiness I allowed to be built
Am trapped in my body, just wanting to run
Back to my youth, with it’s laughter and fun
But the chase is over there are no more places to hide
Everything is gone, including my pride
With reality suddenly right in my face
I am scared, alone and stuck in this place
Living for the drugs and the wings I have grown
My feelings were lost, afraid to be shown
As I look into the past it’s so easy to see
The fear that made me afraid to be me
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Live Experiment—Continued from Page 1
By: Iolanda Andrade

As warped as it may be, it doesn’t really matter, laughing is
medicinal and it has been scientifically proven.
But, if we aren’t doing any of these, what are we really doing?
Maybe going on a downward spiral just looking without watching,
hearing without listening, talking without saying anything or
existing without living?
So, I’m here to tell you, that the essence of everything, we find
inside of ourselves, inside our hearts, when we are open to learn,
to laugh and to live. The essence is the same, we just place a piece
of what is inside of us on something outside of us.
I would not be who I am if I were not open to all the possibilities
out there. We are given many gifts, life itself being one of them.
What a waste it would be if we didn’t experience it.
Now, put that fear in your backpack,
and ask yourself these questions:

I pretend to be rugged, so fast and so cool
When actually I was lost like a blinded old fool
I ask myself where and why I went wrong
I guess I was weak when I should’ve been strong
What would I really love to learn?
Now memories of my past flash through my head
And the pain is obvious by the tears that I shed
I am getting too old for this tiresome game
Of acting real hard with no sense of shame
But I know one day, I will get a brand new start
For my dreams I still hold, deep in my heart
What the future will hold, I really don't know
But the years I have wasted are starting to show
Our Father who Art in Heaven, Hallowed be thy name
Reach out your loving hand and release me from my shame
Be the father I never had and hold me while I cry
Don’t forsake me or I will die

When was the last time I had a good laugh?
How special am I in my life?
Wishing you all good searches and most importantly great findings.
From your fellow traveller who is not scared of dreaming awake.

I like nonsense, it wakes up the
brain cells. Fantasy is a necessary
ingredient in living, it’s a way of
looking at life through the wrong
end of a telescope. Which is what I
do, and that enables you to laugh at
life’s realities.
Dr. Seuss
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Tools for Recovery
Sometimes We Have to Learn to
Live And Laugh Again
For some of us, when we are struggling, it feels
like we have stopped living and are merely
existing. I know for myself that sometimes I
forget what it is like to laugh, and to really laugh,
not just a fake laugh that is hiding how I really
feel, hoping that people will not notice. I have
found that in these times, I need to look at the
skills I have learned, find the coping strategies
that have been most helpful and use them. Often these come
quickly and easily now, though sometimes they do not work at
all, and I have to learn something new.
From my personal experience, and the experiences of others
who have been so wonderful in sharing their stories with me,
here are some tools that might help us get back on track with
learning new things, finding laughter and living our lives.
Learning
There are so many ways that we can learn new things. There are
classes and courses, in person and online. There are forums and
newsletters and journals to read. We can attend peer groups
and learn from others with whom we have a shared experience
with. We can read books and have discussions. We can learn
about specific coping strategies, medications, types of therapy.
We can learn about new hobbies and further our education.
Make mistakes and learn from them. Learning something new
has many benefits such as increasing our self esteem and feelings
of self-worth, learning something new about ourselves, and
having fun to name a few.

Living, Learning and Laughing
By: Cynthia Ramcharitar
Living a carefree life
So fancy and free
Not worrying about anything
Being at peace
Is what we’d all like
Wouldn’t it be?
Learning is living with
A laughing heart
One that sees humour in life
In every part
Laughing at life
Being funny and weird
Having silliness
With the tickle of a beard

Laughing
They say that laughter is the best medicine,
and even if at first you have to fake it, it will
come naturally soon enough. If you’re able to,
check out a comedy show, or grab a funny
movie or sit down for a funny TV show.
Attend a laughter yoga class. Meet up with
some friends. Watch some silly videos online.
Find laughter. There are many benefits to
laughing. Laughter helps reduce stress and
soothe tension. It can also help reduce pain and improve our
moods. When was the last time you laughed?
Living
What challenges you? How do you grow? What makes you
happy? Find these things, do them, and do them often. Surround
yourself with the things that bring you joy and help lift your
spirits up. Turn off the news, put down the cell phone and be in
the moment. Take a few deep breaths. Build meaningful
relationships, set goals for yourself and actively work towards
them. Mix it up and surprise yourself. Be the best version of
yourself you can be. Learn new things, laugh often, and live each
day to the fullest. Create meaning in your life. Be healthy, in
mind, body and spirit.
Every day is a chance to do something different. There is a
quote by Henry Ford, “If you always do what you’ve always
done, you will always get what you’ve always got.” If you want
something to be different, you have to do something different.
Find what that is for you, and do it.
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Ask REEVES
By: Paul Reeve
I have been supporting a person where a number of violations of city bylaws by a neighbour have caused this person a lot of
aggravation and hardship. It has gone on for a number of years.
The person took the right steps in advocating for themselves. They went to city hall and spoke with the head of the department, a
city councilor and notified the mayor as well.
The city put in a written letter that they would change how things would be done in the future to solve the problem. “Success”, they
thought. Then the situation happened again and the city failed to follow through on their promise.
What was most frustrating is when the city was asked to explain, the people at city hall became silent and no one would respond.
The person had done everything right, and it wasn’t working out. There did not seem to be any way to resolve this problem and with
no one to appeal to, the person had to continue to live with the hardship.
Then, earlier this year, the Ontario government announced that the Ombudsman’s office would be given the power for oversight of
municipalities in the province. The cities are now required to answer to the Ombudsman’s officer regarding complaints by individual
citizens. All of a sudden there is an avenue of appeal. The person is pursuing this option.
Sometimes, in spite of our best effort, things don’t work out and then all of a sudden circumstances change that give us another
opportunity to address injustice.
I encourage you to hang in even when things seem hopeless. Perseverance and patience can pay off.
Visit our website to access the Advocacy Manual to learn more about advocating for yourself.
www.self-help-alliance.ca
If you have advocacy questions or you would like to submit to
“Ask Reeves” contact Paul Reeve, Advocacy Coordinator, or
send a comment to editor@self-help.ca . If you do not see your
questions in print, please note Paul responds to all questions on
an individual basis.

The Journey Home
By: Cynthia Ramcharitar

The Journey home
Living like it’s your last day on Earth
Fighting the good fight of faith
Learning that not everyone is after you
And that you need to appreciate
The good things in life, because everything
Does not last in this lifetime
This Earth is a temporary place
And Heaven is just a prayer away
The final destiny is that of joy
Being able to laugh at life
And accept where you have been
To say that you have done
All that you could do
And, that you have the final win
You’re reward is with the Lord
And you conquered the battle of sin
You know it’s safe to go home
The final end of going home
Is knowing that you are there.

Stigma
By: Ron F
Every day, every day in every way
stigma will it go away?
People have problems not illnesses
we are not freaks of society
Everyone has strengths and weaknesses
gravitate towards strengths
Learn, live and laugh
Let it go. Stay in the present.

Sorry We’re CLOSED
By: Laurie Mazur
Like the sign hung in a store window,
I am closed today
As you walk past me, don’t look into my eyes
where the mirrors face the wall but
Regard me peripherally,
Like a trusted and familiar space
My body, like yours, is tied to this denser plane
We share a factual reality, heavy as concrete blocks
I am an aberration in your convenience-store world;
My drawn blinds upset your sense of rectitude, still—
Respect my person if not my soul
Which is never open 24/7
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We All Need A Little Help
By: Anonymous
I am an older man who was hard on the drugs and the booze. I lived a hard life, some of it I brought on myself. I did drugs and
drank excessively for 35 years off and on, the last 15 continuously.
I’ve overdosed a few times and almost died more than once. I disregarded other people’s thoughts and feelings. I’ve seen too many
friends overdose and die and watched a friend be killed over drug money.
I realized that wasn’t what I wanted for my life. I decided to move away. I had been living down East and I knew that if I wanted to
get sober and straighten out my life I had to also be away from all the friends who enabled my substance use. I came up to W aterloo Region. It’s been hard. I wake up every day struggling, wanting to use, but I don’t. I fight with it 24/7, and I proba bly will for the
rest of my life.
I have been sober for almost a year now. For the first time in 35 years, I’m living in reality. I’ve had to relearn what th at means.
How to live and be responsible—paying my bills, making sure I have food to eat, trying to sleep. I’d either forgotten how to do these things or had stopped caring about them. Trust and being understanding are still a challenge for me. This stuff helps ke ep me
sober.
Having Self Help as a safe place to go, to have that place to talk helps me to not use. The people at Self Help really help keep me
focused on being sober. I had been up here and sober for a few weeks, and I was really struggling for days and days. I didn’t know
what I was doing with myself and just felt like I couldn’t be still. Self Help helped me get through that. Now I no longer use the hard
drugs and I do not drink excessively. I drink socially and I know when I’ve had enough and it’s time to walk away. It can b e hard
sometimes, but I can do it. We all need a little help sometimes in our lives.

Learning to Live and Laugh Again
By: Kayleigh Hilborn
When I look back at how far I have come, I see these three elements as key parts of my recovery—learning, living and laughing.
For quite awhile it did not feel like I was living, more that I was just existing. I went through the daily motions and that was it.
My depression and anxiety had such a stronghold, that anything else seemed impossible. Once I started to learn about coping strategies and ways to reduce the negative impact that my symptoms were having on my life, other things started to fall into place. I could
laugh again, real laughter. I felt empowered and in control of my own life, for the first time in a very long time. It was as if a switch
was flipped, and I was really living. I could feel and express a wide range of emotions, not just sadness and anger. There was joy and
there was purpose. Laughter comes more easily these days, and I am always willing and ready to learn something new. I have f ound
hobbies that bring me joy and comfort, that challenge me and help me to continue to grow.
It is hard work, sometimes harder than others, but the reward is so worth it. I have learned to live and laugh again.
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Live Laugh Learn
By: Rachel Marlene Annan
When you laugh, you learn to live through life’s difficulties. You learn that life’s rough terrains are smoother with laughter. We live,
laugh and learn.
A story is told of a lady with pain so severe she took over 20 pills a day just to get through. She goes to see her doctor and after
pondering her case, he writes a prescription for laughter. She was to fake a smile when she could not muster a genuine one and try
everything in her power to make herself laugh. She tried it and it worked. She barely took any pills for her pain, because it had been
significantly reduced.
This story teaches us that life is painful with its constant battles. Laughter is one way of facing those battles. It is a known fact that
laughter releases endorphins in our brains which can override pain.
Laughter has always been an important tool that I use to cope. When I feel down, nervous, stressed or scared, I use laughter to cope.
I learned not only to laugh, but to laugh at myself. I laughed at every curveball life threw my way.
Life is like a circus, there are many attractions you can experience, but the choice lies within your hands. You can decide to only see
the trapeze artists, but why not see the clowns and the lions and ride all the rides and get your fortune told? You only get to live once,
live it with no regrets, having experienced all that life has to offer. There will always be setbacks, but that is where the lessons are
learned. Personally I have experienced a few setbacks in my life, but over the years I have learned not to give up. I have learned how
to really live by living through my wins and losses.
Learning is an important part of life’s journey. When we learn we grow and become wiser. We then adapt to change.
As Paul Donkor says, “Change is inevitable but growth is optional.” When it comes to learning, we will not move to our next level in
life until we have learned and mastered our current stage. Learning happens at different paces, but to go far fast, we must learn fast.
It took me 27 years to realize rules were there to protect me, not hinder me. I always wanted freedom, but I never realized that I
could have freedom within rules. I have lived, laughed and learned and it has brought me this far. Learn to live, laugh and learn.

A day without laughter is a day wasted
- Charlie Chaplin

Importance of Laughter
By: Ron F
Ask yourself, do you want to be the turtle or the hare?
Learning takes time; from our parents, siblings, environment—home, school, travelling. Pace yourself. Live in the moment, taking
nothing for granted. Have a core group of friends. This has worked for me. I only stay for a short time - too much of anyone can be
a bore. Even me. I want them to cherish the time spent with me. *laugh here.* I sound serious, but I’m not.
Ok, I got my rant out, my garden variety catch phrases. I have saved the best for last, at least that is my intention.
Laughing.
I have always had a good sense of humor. I think I inherited it from my dad. I spent quite a bit of time with him after my mother
passed away, and my nephew passed away too. He was only one year old, and always had a smile on.
Death is always hard.
The lesson I’ve learned, is do not hold back. If you want to say or do something, like Nike says, “Just do it!”
We know that we may never get a chance to express to our loved ones. Raise a glass—praise their accomplishments and try not to
dwell on their demise.
If you are not laughing, you might be crying, or maybe both.
Laugh large.
The key—I am a novice writer. From life situations I have learned having independent thinking of ideas is hard to do. Striking a path
from the masses of literature that has gone before us. One can only hope (yes, hope) that by writing, one who reads will want to
read on. For what separates us from apes, if we cannot pass on similar ideas?
Writing is an outlet—pen to paper. Paint to canvas. You get the idea. Find your passion. This is one that I use.
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Drawn to Better Health
By: Sonya Kus
About twenty-two years ago marks the pivotal time in my life when it seems as though everything came to a halt. My multifaceted
plans and elaborate dreams fell short of even a maiden voyage into reality, while anxiety swept me off my feet and depression hit me
like an anvil. One of the only consistent things in my life has been a love for arts and crafts. Since then, I’ve spent countless hours
cross-stitching away my anxiety, calming myself with wreath-making, challenging my skills with the art of stained glass, and journaling
my way back into a healthier existence.
Fast forward to the present and my deep love for arts and crafts has not changed. It’s the esoteric thing that remains constant, and
constancy roots me wherever I go now. Routine maintenance of this deep-rooted love has been enhanced with my discovery of the
joy of Zentangle. It is as portable as a pen and paper and it’s a highly creative form of art that’s easy enough for even the aesthetically
challenged individual to learn in a day and spend the rest of his or her life perfecting.
So you may be wondering what exactly Zentangle is? It’s a method of drawing structured patterns that’s relaxing and fun. And it’s the
benefits that are most attractive, some people believe that this practice is a method of mindfulness. Studies have shown that
mindfulness is an effective way to cope with grief, stress, chronic pain and disease, and depression. So here we have the potential to
improve general wellbeing an extraordinary mode of self expression. And anyone can do it; there’s no need to be an artist. You can
find information about Zentangle online, at your local public library, bookstore or art supply store.
As the days go on, so my hand finds itself with pen on paper and all the while tranquility settles in. I’m already benefiting from a sense
of accomplishment and satisfaction that cannot be duplicated easily. I have only just begun and have already come a long way.
For more information on Zentangles
http://www.brainpickings.org/index.php/2011/01/05/zentangle/
http://inklingdesignsolutions.com/plocharzMarie_DreamweaverWebPage/ArtJournal/zen.html

Image from:
http://www.brainpickings.org/index.php/2011/01/05/zentangle/
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About Us
Self Help Alliance Services
Advocacy Support
Our Advocacy Coordinator offers
assistance to individuals and families in
the areas of housing, income support,
employment, treatment and legal issues.
Training is provided for systems
advocacy. People are supported to take
an active role in evaluating and changing
the mental health and addiction system.
Entrepreneurship
The Entrepreneurship Facilitator offers
support to individuals who have
experience with the mental health and/
or addiction system and are interested
in self employment or starting their
own business.

Community Liaison
This position is responsible for
connecting with those who experience
mental health and/or addiction issues
who may not be connected to the
formal mental health system and/or
peer support services.

Spark of Brilliance
This program provides opportunities
for people living with mental health and
addiction issues and their supportive
allies to experience the expressive arts,
within a supportive, understanding,
community based environment.

Skills for Safer Living
A Suicide-Intervention Support
Group
A twenty-week, skills-based group and
peer support for individuals with
reoccurring thoughts and behaviours
about suicide combine as our Skills for
Safer Living program.

Centre for Excellence in Peer
Support
The Self Help Alliance envisions that
peer roles will exist within every
juncture of the mental health and
addiction system. Self Help Alliance is a
peer driven service that is best suited
for providing the system with support
in this area.

See page 1 for contact information and visit our website for more information about these and other services.

Write to the Editor
The views expressed are
those of the authors and do
not necessarily reflect those
of the Self Help Alliance.

We Want to Hear From You!
Send along your articles, images, letters to the editor, comments or views about topics
in this newsletter or other topics related to the mental health and addiction system.
Please note that any items submitted may be edited for space and other needs of the
“Changing Lives” Newsletter.
Please send your items to:
c/o Self Help Alliance, Newsletter Editor
67 King Street East, Kitchener ON N2G 2K4

For Your Inspiration
“There is no end to education. It is not that you read a book,
pass an examination, and finish with education. The whole of
life, from the moment you are born to the moment you die, is a
process of learning.” - Jiddu Krishnamurti
“Believe that life is worth living and your belief will help create
the fact.” - William James
“Sometimes laughter isn’t something you do for fun. Sometimes
it’s a relief when you have nowhere to run.” - Unknown
“The road to recovery will not always be easy, but I will take it
one day at a time, focusing on the moments I’ve dreamed about
for so long.” - Amanda Lindhout

Email: editor@self-help.ca

